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About This Game

The boys & girls are back, and they look better than ever! Oh…Sir! The Hollywood roast is a brand new spinoff to the surprise
indie hit 0f 2016, Oh…Sir!! The Insult Simulator. This time around we’re taking tinsel town down a few notches, whilst classing
up the joint. Play as one of many famous, but for legal purposes, slightly different pop culture icons and verbally spar with other

Hollywood elitists using a deep battle system

Verbally joust by yourself or take you verbal skills on a global PR tour and battle friends and family from anywhere in the
world.

Game Features

Unleash the sickest burns on your opponents in a Hollywood-style roast

Play alone, online or couch multiplayer

Deeper-than-you-think mechanics featuring combos, continuations and exploiting your rival’s weak spots

A star-studded new cast of crazy Hollywood characters

Free updates with new characters and scenes coming soon to a screen in your house

Set the scene with a slew of iconic film backdrops
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With the new Character Creation Mode powered by Steam Whatever, you can create your own formulaic celebrity
clones in a lab-- just like they do in real Hollywood!

New controller integration that critics everywhere are calling “gripping”

With more than 2x the vocabulary of the original Oh...Sir!! The Insult Simulator, The Hollywood Roast is Bigger, ruder
and insultier!

New comeback mechanic: charge your anger and finish the sentence with a unique closure

Expanded career mode: master each scene to win Golden Parrots and use them to develop your character

Redesigned scoring system: more fair, more clear.
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Title: Oh...Sir! The Hollywood Roast
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Vile Monarch
Publisher:
Good Shepherd Entertainment
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Overall, Space Girls was a disappointment to me -- which should be saying something in itself. This is a bullet-hell style game
that walks you up in difficulty as you progress level by level. Another "you get what you pay for" game...

*If you are new to bullet hell games, maybe give it a try; but honestly, there are better titles available for around the same price..
Pivot XL is well worth the price! It's a fun game with the one-key limitation. Although frustrating at first, the game definitely
grew on me :) The music is fun, and I enjoyed the unlockables. Thanks for the fun game Adam! - GillaSmith. I personally like
this game, but its quite expensive for what you get and crashes quite often. If the game was stable and had some minor big fixes
i would say get it, until then wait.. Old school graphics, but great gameplay, good range of environments, boats, planes, subs.
Makes for a few hours of fun when you aren;t sure what to play.. Better than the other one. Uh, I mean....what are you talking
about!? I've never seen this before in my life!
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Where to begin, fun game, you die a lot, not many dinos to start off on the map so u have to find some, the attack graphics are
TERRIBLE, basically you just much on stuff, half of the dinos are NOT AVAILABLE so you cant pick and choose, the tutorial
is very bsic with poorly instituted graphics. That said this game still has potential and i would recommend as IF they keep going
with this and spruce it up and fix some of the stuff.

As of 12/21/2018 I REALLY want to change my review to NOT recommended. They havent really dont much with the dinos
still die right off the bat even with a Trex...The graphics have gotten slightly better so im still gonna hold out and say
recommend IF ON SALE>

12/27/2018 Have changed my review to NOT RECOMMENDED at this time. This needs A LOT more work before i can
recommend anyone spend money on it. Short. Slow pace. Zero challenge. Clunky movement. TERRIBLE ending. Not worth
$25. Pick it up when it's below $10, and even then, don't expect much.

I spent 20 minutes trying to implement both "solutions" to destroy the entity, provided by clues left behind. I first tried to
overload the reactor, which was Pohl's idea, and then tried to use the anti-gravity beam, which was the doctor's idea. It appears
that neither solution can actually be implemented. I also tried to send the train carrying the data on its way (finishing what the
crew of Station M started), but this isn't meant to be done either, it seems. Maybe you can do these and I just missed it, but I
don't think so. I was so frustrated by these dead-ends in the story that I finally just opened the door to the entity and got it over
with.

A couple thoughts about the story;

What happened to HQ once you arrived at the station? They contact you once after you reestablish communications, and then
you never hear from them again. You are still in the main reality/timeline for much of the game, but HQ never says another
word. Does the storm knock out comms? If so, they should've said it would happen or demonstrated that it happened.

There is also no explanation for why Karen was in the entity at the end. Her last message talked about "confronting" the entity.
This presumably was recorded YEARS after she disappeared from the station. But in the real timeline/dimension/reality,
Karen's clothing is laying on the ground in front of the entity, and there are charred remains like those of the doctor in the lab.
Why does the crew say that Karen "dissapeared" or "jumped over the platform" when they could clearly see her suit on the
platform in front of the entity, with the same charred remains of the doctor in the lab? The doctor died the same way, shortly
after Karen. Why do they refer to him as dead but Karen as missing?

Another thing I really don't understand; Ion Lem's helmet, the doctor's leg, the cat's collar - basically every object that takes you
to the alternate dimension/timeline/reality, takes you to the place in which Karen was stuck. Although the doctor, Ion, and the
male Dr. Pohl all seemed to "die" the same way that Karen died, and they die AFTER Karen, none seem to exist in the same
place as her, and picking up their "infected" things don't bring you to where they are. They don't have their own notes or
recordings; only Karen does.

So again, huge unexplained holes in the story. They should've just made Karen "disappear" and make the others die or be killed
in other ways, and just use something else to trigger the jump to Karen's area.

Lastly, the "ending", where you float through some fractal shape for 10 minutes, is utterly boring and disappointing.  

I would say "I don't understand this story", but it's more than that. It was boring, there are a ton of loop holes and dead ends, and
it's completely unsatisfying when you finish.. THIS GAME IS \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING CRAZY AS LUNATIC
TOUHOU!
I'm not very good with these kind of games, but I made my way to play Touhou series at least on Hard....BUT this
game.......can't even pass through the first level on easy difficulty -.- (probably I just suck, but...very very hard..). I'm very
surprised at how much I like this game, it's tough at first, but after figuring out that the way the game wants you to play it, and
the way you can play it are two different things, it becomes a lot of fun to "break the game", and I can't say anymore than that
wiht out giving away details.

5/5. this game fizzucking rules. straight comedy metal rpg.. This game is for people that can't run War Thunder! FULL
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REVIEW HERE----------> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZA6yJ-ilOU&feature=youtu.be. This is absolutely perfect for
my kid. I actually love playing it too! :D

IMAZE.EXE 2 Now available!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/991860/IMAZEEXE_2/

.
30% off on Lunar New Year Sale!:

It's Steam Lunar New Year Sale!. Update 2.8 is Live !!!:
There are many new features and fixes so minor bugs are expected.
Please report in game bug thread.

It is recommended to start new game as save format changed a lot since last update.

Highlights:

You can now finish first episode.

Cyberith treadmill experimental support added.

Lab totally reworked.

Boss fight and final quest added.

Quests save/load added.

Tons of fixes and balancing.

Thanks for your patience and more to come soon.
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p.s. When playing with Oculus Touches you can use "A" button as well to show/hide holster.. New game Topless Hentai
Mosaic is coming!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1044310/Topless_Hentai_Mosaic/

The release of a new game in the series Hentai Mosaic will take place very soon!
Add to your wish list - so you did not miss the release of the game!

 The usual number of girls increased by 5!

 The visual style of the drawing has been redesigned!

 A new feature gives you the right to cheat - pressing one button will reveal everything hidden under the clothes!

 A new switchable visual effect has also been added to make the gameplay more lively and enjoyable.

 Now the game includes music from the cool artist Cable Sunset. Already now you can get acquainted with his music in
Pixel Hentai Mosaic (by the way, in the last update the soundtrack was completely changed and 5 new girls were added).

The full list of features:

 Original hentai art

 15 girls who need help taking off their clothes [NEW!]

 Undress/dress up modes

 100 achievements

 Gallery mode

 Relaxing music by Cable Sunset [NEW!]

 Cheat mode [NEW!]

 Additional visual effect [NEW!]

. Update 0.6.0.2 Streetlights:
- Added Streetlight to the game for lighting
- Streetlight are available for crafting without learning technology to all players
- Сraft Streetlights on the workbench
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